
PGP ULTRA®  ROTARY SPRINKLER 

This Upgrade of the First-Class PGP is Packed with New Features 

 

The PGP Ultra takes the foundation of the best-selling PGP Rotor and raises the bar with a variety of 

new features developed over three decades of research, customer feedback, and lab testing. Among 

the most notable improvements of the PGP Ultra are its non-strippable drive and automatic arc 

return. These two features work to allow the turret to be turned without causing damage, and re-

turn the turret to its original arc regardless of where it is turned. Other advanced features include 

34 nozzle options with several radius choices, and a headed slot and set screw. The diversity of the 

PGP Ultra offers system installers an array of efficient options on any site. For peak efficiency, 

choose the PGP-04 with an optional pressure-regulated body that reduces incoming pressures of 

50-100 PSI to 45 PSI, saving up to 25 percent more water. 

 

 

 

 

Learn more. Visit hunterindustries.com, for more detailed information. 

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL IRRIGATION 

Built on Innovation® 





pro-Spray®

Ready for commercial or residential projects, the Pro-Spray is a rugged  
and reliable sprinkler for versatile applications. The contractor’s choice for  
years, it was designed with the professional in mind.
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features and Benefits

01 ratcheting riser for  
quick arc alignment

Make adjustments while 
sprinkler is operating

02 Heavy-duty body  
and cap construction

Withstands the harshest 
environments with multi- 
thread buttress design

03 pressure-activated, multi-
function, no flow-by wiper seal

Permits easy removal and 
cleaning; treated with UV 
inhibitors to ensure long life

04 compatible with all  
female threaded nozzles

Accepts adjustable, fixed, and 
specialty nozzles from Hunter 
and all major brands

05 Heavy-duty spring

Ensures positive retraction 
under any conditions

06 optional factory-installed 
drain check valve for up to 
10 feet elevation change

Eliminates landscape damage 
from flooding and erosion

07 Innovative pop-top  
flush plug design

Allows limited flow  
permitting controlled 
directional flushing



 

 
6906 Martindale Road 

Shawnee, KS 66218 

 

Install Components 
Water Tap- In order to access the water supply for the system we first dig down to the 

main water supply line located usually in the front yard by the water meter. Once the line 

is located, we shut off the water for roughly 30 minutes in order for us to establish a 

secure connection. An on/off ball valve is installed from this connection to control the 

sprinkler system alone. This allows you to turn off the water to the system if service to 

the system is needed, or if you’re preparing for the winter months. 

 

Backflow- We install a backflow preventer on every system which protects your drinking 

water. Surrounding cities have different requirements pertaining to the location and type 

of the backflow which is met by us on every install.   

 

Master Valve- This valve pressurizes the main line only when the system is turned on by 

the controller eliminating unnecessary stress on components and preventing major water 

loss in the event of a cut pipe. 

 

Blowout- Come every winter it is necessary to blow out all the water in the system. We 

install ¾” connection that serves as a way for us to hook up to the system to blow out all 

the lines, valves, and the backflow ensuring a dry and winter safe system come freezing 

temperatures. The first year includes a complimentary startup and shutdown.  

 

Vibratory Plowing- We use a vibratory plow to install our sprinkler lines. This machine 

pulls the pipe underground with minimal disturbance to the surface. After the system is 

installed, we go back and seed all the lines where the pipe was pulled returning your turf 

to the way it was before we started. 

 

Hunter PGP Ultra Rotor- We typically use 4” pop-up rotary sprinkler heads for large 

areas that are free of a lot of obstructions. This head sprays anywhere from 17-35 feet 

efficiently while running and disappears from sight when the job is done. 

 

Hunter Pro-Spray- We typically use 4” pop-up spray sprinkler heads for smaller 

confined turf areas and planting beds. This head has a range of 4-17 feet and in certain 

applications it can spray side to side. Just like the PGP, the pro spray is hardly detectable 

when not in use. 

 

Hunter X2 Controller- This base controller a very user-friendly controller that gives you 

the option of setting up one or multiple programs. It also allows for manual operation of 

independent zones, or multiple zones as needed. The X2 is rated for both indoor and 

outdoor situations. We can install the controller on the inside of the garage as close to an 

electrical outlet, or on the exterior near an outlet if preferred.  

 



 

 

Controller Port- On the outside of the garage we install a port that allows us to plug in a 

Hunter Roam Remote to service your sprinkler system if you are not able to be home. 

Our service technicians have this remote with them allowing them to turn on/off zones 

while walking around the lawn. It allows the technician to run the system. However, the 

remote will not change any settings that you have configured on your Hunter X2.  If you 

would like a remote for your personal use they are available for only $249.00 

  

Zone Valves- We use Hunter PGV, 100 series valves. The sprinkler heads in the yard are 

divided into separate zones. Each zone requires a valve which regulates water from 

entering the zone off the main line. When the zone is activated on the controller or 

remote, the valve opens up and allows water to fill the zone. These in ground valves are 

grouped in valve boxes leaving only the lid visible to the eye. 

 

Rain Sensor- We use an Irritrol wireless rain sensor for the Hunter X2 controller. The 

receiver is mounted next to the controller in the garage. The sensor can be mounted in a 

nearby gutter that’s free of any obstructions, or on a nearby fence post. With this sensor 

you won’t have to worry about turning off the system if you have recently or currently 

had a considerable amount of rainfall. The sensor automatically shuts off the system for 

that days programmed start time. 

 

Optional Water Saving Upgrades: 
 

Hydrawise Wi-Fi Wand and Setup- Upgrading the standard Hunter X2 controller with 

the Wi-Fi Wand allows for the ability to connect to your home’s Wi-Fi connection. 

Control your sprinkler system from your smart phone, tablet, or web browser when on the 

go, or from home. Hydrawise also saves water by adjusting your sprinkler’s watering 

schedule by monitoring local weather conditions making a rain sensor unnecessary. Not 

only does it stop waterings if it has rained, but it also knows the weather upcoming to 

prevent watering before predicted rainfall. Upgrade to Hydrawise with the wand that 

includes setup online from Green Lawn for $250.   

 

PGP-PRB- The Hunter PRB rotor is an extension of the PGP rotor that will take the 

normal incoming pressures of 50-100 psi and reduce them down to 45 psi. In return the 

lower pressure applies water at a slower rate producing larger water droplets that fight 

windy conditions, and most importantly will save water. Lower psi also helps with runoff 

and allows for the water to slowly soak in and is especially great for sloped areas. This 

sprinkler head has a long distance spray like the regular PGP rotor and could be 

substituted with the optional upgrade. 

  

MP Rotator- The MP rotator is similar to the PRB rotor in the sense that it reduces the 

pressure coming out of the sprinkler head. When the MP rotator is paired with the Hunter 

Pro Spray PRS40 body the psi is reduced to 40. In return it saves water, will help with 

runoff, and allows for the water to slowly soak in. While the MP rotator has the ability to 

throw long distances, it is best suited for smaller areas where the distance is not needed. 

This sprinkler head is a good optional upgrade over the traditional Hunter Pro Spray.  



RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL IRRIGATION
Built on Innovation®

 Learn more. Visit hunterindustries.com

01 Connected: Add the WAND 
module to connect to Hydrawise 
software for rapid programing and 
online irrigation management

02 Adaptable: Up to 14 stations with 
3 programs and 4 start times 
each, with a 6-hour run time in 
offline mode 

03 Efficient: Cycle and Soak,  
Virtual Solar Sync®, and predictive 
weather adjustments with the 
WAND Wi-Fi module

X2™ WI-FI CAPABLE  
IRRIGATION CONTROLLER 
The X2 controller continues the legacy set by the popular X-Core® with the same 
set of reliable and highly efficient capabilities, and brings irrigation management 
into the next generation by providing advanced water-saving features using 
Hunter’s industry-leading wireless Hydrawise® technology.

With X2, you can keep the familiar dial-based programming offered by X-Core, 
or you can upgrade to cloud-based Hydrawise management that is fast and easy 
using a helpful setup wizard and a smartphone or desktop device. Hydrawise 
maximizes water savings by automatically adjusting irrigation schedules based on 
local weather measurements sourced from the internet.

X2 ensures healthy, green landscapes by making site management more  
convenient and profitable. You can quickly set irrigation schedules and manage 
an unlimited number of controllers with real-time status updates via Hydrawise 
software.

Speed up maintenance
Control X2 remotely with  
ROAM (1,000') or  
ROAM XL (2 miles).

Save water and more 
by adding a rain sensor 
To prevent water waste, 
built-in Quick Response™ 
technology instantly 
shuts down irrigation as 
soon as it starts raining.

WAND
https://hunter.direct/WAND

Add Wi-Fi to the X2 Controller



Helping our customers succeed is what drives us. While our passion for innovation and engineering  

is built into everything we do, it is our commitment to exceptional support that we hope will keep you in 

the Hunter family of customers for years to come.

RC-103    BR    C     US    11/20

Website  hunterindustries.com | Customer Support  1-800-383-4747 | Technical Service  1-800-733-2823

© 2020 Hunter Industries™. Hunter, the Hunter logo, and all other trademarks are 
property of Hunter Industries, registered in the U.S. and other countries.

 Gene Smith, President,  
Landscape Irrigation and Outdoor Lighting

X2 FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS

 X2 Key Benefits

• 4-, 6-, 8-, or 14-station fixed controller

• Wi-Fi capable managed by Hydrawise software 

• 3 flexible programs with 4 start times each with run times 
up to 6 hours

• Backlit display provides optimal visibility in any setting

• QuickCheck™ provides simple diagnostics of faulty  
field wiring

• Hide Programs option displays one program and one start 
time for simplification

• Suspend irrigation for up to 99 days during the off season

• Short-circuit protection detects wiring faults and skips 
the station without system damage

• Easy Retrieve® memory backs up the full  
irrigation schedule

• Delay Between Stations for slow-closing valves or  
pump recharge

• Cycle and Soak prevents water waste and runoff in areas 
with elevation changes or tight soils

• Seasonal adjustment for quicker schedule adjustments 
without changing run times

• Warranty period: 2 years

X2

Model Description

X2-400 4-station controller, 120 V internal transformer and American plug with plastic cabinet

X2-600 6-station controller, 120 V internal transformer and American plug with plastic cabinet

X2-800 8-station controller, 120 V internal transformer and American plug with plastic cabinet

X2-1400 14-station controller, 120 V internal transformer and American plug with plastic cabinet

WAND Bluetooth® and Wi-Fi module for Hydrawise water management software   

WAND Wi-Fi Module 
Height: ¾"  
Width: 2⅛" 
Depth: 2⅛"

X2  
Plastic, IP44 

Height: 9" 
Width: 7½" 
Depth: 3⅞"

Model

 WAND Wi-Fi Module Key Benefits

• Provides online irrigation management with controller 
status and faulty wiring alerts

• Standard ABC programming with 3 programs and 6 start 
times, and run times up to 24 hours

• Predictive Watering® provides precise weather 
adjustments for maximum water savings

• Compatibility with Amazon Alexa™ and Control4®  
home automation

• Warranty period: 2 years

Amazon Alexa is a trademark of Amazon.com Inc. or its affiliates. Control4 is a  
registered trademark of Control4 Corporation in the United States and/or other 
countries. The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by 
Bluetooth SIG Inc. and any use of such marks by Hunter Industries is under license.

Recognized as a responsible water-saving tool by the  
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency  

when using WAND module.

EPA WATERSENSE APPROVED



visit us at: www.irritrol.com

R A I N  S E N S O R S

Wireless models 
Require less labor for the installer 

Constant CommuniCation betWeen transmitter   
and reCeiver 
Assures that even after a controller power outage, the controller is 
continually updated with the sensor’s “wet” or “dry” status

versatile mountinG oPtions 
Requires no special tools – Quick-Clip™ gutter bracket and ½” conduit 
adapter included

siGnal strenGth indiCator 
Ensures correct installation, communication link and signal integrity  
(wireless models)

smart byPass™ for easy system override 
Allows for temporary deactivation while automatically resetting on next activation 
(wireless models)

fully adjustable shutoff Points 
From 1⁄8” to 3⁄4” of accumulated rainfall

dry-out rate adjustment for reset delay
Allows for setting the ideal dryout time 

Patented Wireless teChnoloGy
Unsurpassed by the competition

taking water management to the next level, Irritrol’s proven RainSensor™ Series makes watering in the rain a 

mistake of the past. The reliable wireless and wired rain sensors conserve water by preventing irrigation during or 

after sufficient rainfall, while the wireless rain/freeze sensor also helps reduce vegetation damage and icing conditions 

when the temperature drops below a predetermined set point. With its compact design and host of convenient features, 

the RainSensor Series is the perfect compliment to any standard controller.

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

WIRED/WIRELESSRAINSENSORTM

SE
RI

ES
 

RAIN AND
FREEZE
SENSORS
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ADDED FEATURES

RS1000/RFS1000
• Compatible with nearly all controllers

• Visual sensor status and alert indicators verify consistent operation

• Slide/snap-on cover provides additional protection to  
weather-proof receiver from the elements

• Power failure memory protection

• Three-year warranty

RFS1000
• Rain and freeze sensors fully integrated into one unit

• Highly accurate 41°F digital activation point

RS500
• Compatible with virtually all controllers

• 25-foot cable (UV-resistant, white jacket included) provides 
installation flexibility

• Easy, tool-free conversion to normally open operation

• Five-year warranty

OPERATING SPECIF ICATIONS
• Sensor type: industry-standard hygroscopic discs

• Rain sensitivity: adjustable nominal 1⁄8" to ¾"

• Operating temperature: -20°F to 120°F  

• Housing material: UV-resistant engineered polymer

• Wireless only features:     
- Transmission range: over 300 feet line-of-sight   
- Battery: Two CR2032 3V cells, 5-year life (typical)   

ELECTRICAL SPECIF ICATIONS
• Receiver power: 22-28 V ac/V dc, 100mA (to be used with Class 2, 

UL-approved (transformer)

• Load rating: normally open or normally closed — 3A @ 24 V ac

• UL Listed, FCC, CE, IC

MODELS
model                     description                   
RS1000    Wireless rain sensor
RFS1000    Wireless rain/freeze sensor
RS500     Wired rain sensor

DIMENSIONS
• transmitter: H: 1 1⁄2”,   W: 1 3⁄4”,   D: 3 3⁄4”  

• receiver: H: 1 1⁄2”,   W: 1”,   D: 3”

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
• RS1000-RX rain receiver for multiple controllers

• RFS1000-RX rain/freeze receiver for multiple controllers

• RSCAP cap/disk/spindle assembly

• RSBATT-TX battery pack (includes 2 batteries)

Illuminates “RED” when the 
rain sensor is activated

Illuminates “GREEN” to 
ensure a good signal

Press once to temporarily 
deactivate rain sensor;
automatically resets on 
next activation

Blinking light alerts user 
when attention is required, 
e.g., need batteries replaced, 
no communication

SUPERIOR PATENTED WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY

SPECIFYING INFORMATION
RXX

MODEL CONNECTION

rs - Rain Sensor
rfs - Rain/Freeze Sensor

500 - Wired
1000 - Wireless

Example: A wireless rain/freeze sensor = rfs1000

XXX



R O T O R S   M P  R O TAT O R   S P R AY S   VA LV E S   C O N T R O L L E R S   S E N S O R S   C E N T R A L  C O N T R O L S   M I C R O PGV

A complete line-up of rugged, professional-grade valves  
designed to handle the full range of landscape needs.

This hard working, heavy-duty performer offers you the best features you‘ll need 

to handle the rigors of whatever your site has to offer. For smaller landscape 

applications, the PGV is available in four 1" body configurations, in either an angle, 

female threaded and slip, male x male, or male x barb design. In turn, each model is 

available with either flow control or non-flow control versions. For larger landscape 

applications, the PGV comes in both 1½" and 2" globe/angle models (with flow control). 

All models feature durable high-grade construction and a rugged diaphragm with a 

support to prevent stress failure.

A Valve for Those with a  
Different Slant on Installations
If your system’s main line is deeper than its lateral line, Hunter has a valve created 
exclusively for your needs. The angle version of the PGV offers all the great features 
that you’ve come to expect in a Hunter valve, plus a design equipped to handle the 
special configurations of your installations. While many would consider the use of 
such a product to be somewhat non-traditional, the PGV angle actually boasts a flow 
characteristic that provides less friction loss than you’ll find in a globe version valve 
in a more “traditional” system layout. Thus, the PGV angle can be an ideal choice for 
irrigation systems that have to operate with low water pressure.

•	 Heavy-duty Hunter solenoid Provides 
dependable operation and long life

•	 High grade construction,  
150 PSI rating Made of durable 
materials to resist wear

•	 Internal and external manual bleed 
Two options for manual operation

•	 Flow control with non-rising handle 
Adjust the flow of each zone on  
a system 

•	 Rigid diaphragm support  
Works to prevent stress failure in  
tough conditions

•	 Globe and angle configurations  
Easy to use in any application

•	 Captive bonnet bolts and solenoid 
plunger No lost parts during servicing

•	 Accu-Sync™ pressure regulator 
compatible: Pressure regulation for 
precise system control on all PGV 
models

Features & Benefits



Optional Upgrade 

MP Rotator 

-Ideal for Small Areas 



Optional Upgrade 

PGP-PRB (Pressure Regulated Body) 

-Ideal for Large Areas 
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